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If you like Lord of the Rings or Jurassic Park, then you'll love this ominous hour-long soundscape (it

brings you there). Perfect for Halloween, "Haunted World" offers an alternative and cinematic ambience,

without pause or 'traditional' seasonal sfx. 36 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Ambient, ELECTRONIC:

Soundscapes Details: In this hour-long continuous soundscape, creatures and monsters big and small

can be heard roaming the wild and approaching you too, while spirits and ghosts whirl throughout.

Sometimes they are near, other times they seem miles away. Haunted World is a blend of both music and

sound, with a balance of suspense and surprise. Haunted World is designed to be one long sonic

experience WITHOUT breaks or narration, though the 36 different tracks allow one instant access to any

"event" that they wish to hear... or cue up for approaching Halloweeners! Soundscape: Billy Mallery

Artwork: Domonic Dean Breaux Total time 60:17 .....................TESTIMONIALS "Haunted World contains

deep dark sound effects at atmospherics that are demonically prehistoric. This is by far one of the best

NEW Halloween CDs I've heard - an ambient masterpiece!" - Mark Harvey founder of Nobody Records 

13thtrack "A Brian Eno Halloween." - Leonard Cetrangolo, writer  director (The JOLT, Nocturnal)

"Haunted World is the perfect backdrop for any Halloween production - from haunted houses to haunted

porches. It is a refreshing piece of cinematic-quality art that stands heads and shoulders above your

typical mix of cackling witches and moaning ghosts." - Ken Moore Interaction Design Lead, Adobe Inc.

"Very dark, yet strangely beautiful." - Peter Moore Smith, author (Raveling, Sleep, Los Angeles) "I already

carry many Halloween CDs in our store, and still found that 'Haunted World' fit right in there. There's

nothing else quite like it." - Daniel Hazen store owner (Ozzie Dots, Los Angeles)
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